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1. Create Profile

2. Choose Consultant

3. Sign Contract

4. Pay When Satisfied

5. Dispute

“Showcase Your
Skills“
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KANDEED
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Empowering The
Immigration Process

The first step for you is to create your
profile so you can showcase your
credentials to various immigration
experts. These experts have different
areas of expertise so by creating your
profile on Kandeed you increase your
chances of being contacted by an expert
who can help you with your immigration
journey.

Once your profile is created you   will have a
chance to get connected with various verified
immigration experts using Kandeed's chat and
conference platforms.  Experts will see your
profile and can contact you . You can choose the
right experts after initial communication . 

Once you (Kandeed) and an immigration experts
have had initial discussions and you have picked
the right consultant, a contract will be prepared
and send to you in your dashboard for your
signature.  A Personalized Immigration Plan
(PIP) will also be available to you where you can
track your progress continuously. 

Kandeed will provide you with peace of
mind. Kandeed will keep your funds for each
milestone in a safe and the funds are only
released to the immigration expert when you
approve and release the completion of tasks
for that milestone. Kandeed's secure
payment method also motivate the
immigration experts to provide the best
service and advice to you as a client.

Once the immigration expert completes a milestone and request for the
payment for that milestone, Kandeed will only release the funds if you
approve this release. If you don't think that the expert has completed
the milestone, you have the opportunity to start a dispute and our
dispute experts will review the tasks and decide if no pr only partial
payments should be made to the experts based on what they have
delivered. 


